We characterized the time intervals between the interchanges of the alternating high-and low-amplitude extrema of three RV Tauri and three RR Lyrae stars.
Introduction
The brightness variations of RV Tauri stars are characterized by alternating primary and secondary minima. The alternation is not strictly regular; the order of the deep and shallow minima shows occasional reversals (Wallerstein 2002) . According to the most likely explanation the alternating light variation is caused by the 2:1 resonance between the fundamental and the first-overtone mode (Fokin 1994) . In this near-resonance state the system may display low-dimensional chaotic behaviour, as proposed by Buchler & Kovács (1987) and Buchler et al. (1996) . The chaos hypothesis is also supported by the observed interchanges of deep and shallow minima.
Similar interchanges were recently discovered in the order of the period-doubled pulsation cycles in RR Lyrae stars observed by the Kepler space telescope (Szabó et al. 2010) . In these cases the period doubling of the fundamental mode is caused by a 9:2 resonance with the ninth overtone. By this time the four-year long photometric data of Kepler have become available to study the nature of the interchanges of the alternating maxima in these RR Lyrae stars and to compare to the similar phenomenon in RV Tauri variables.
Data and method
We analysed three RV Tauri stars (TT Oph, UZ Oph, and U Mon) and three RR Lyrae stars (RR Lyr, V808 Cyg, V355 Lyr) that clearly show the interchanges. RV Tauri light curves are based on several data sources: visual and photometric measurements of amateur astronomers in the AAVSO, AFOEV and VSOLJ databases, data from the ASAS (Pojmański 1997), NSVS (Woźniak et al. 2004 ) and Catalina Sky surveys (Drake et al. 2009 ), as well as the observations of the Hipparcos satellite (ESA 1997) and the Optical Monitoring Camera aboard the Integral satellite (Mas-Hesse et al. 2003) . In the case of RR Lyrae stars we used all the available Kepler photometric data between the Q1-Q15 runs.
To determine the extrema of the cycles we applied least-squares parabola and cubic spline fitting. We followed the method used by Molnár et al. (2012) by connecting the 2 E. Plachy, L. Molnár, Z. Kolláth, J. M. Benkő, K. Kolenberg even-and odd-numbered cycles respectively. This representation significantly helps to recognize the epoch of the interchanges.
Results and conclusions
All three RV Tauri stars show interchanges on short and long timescales. The characteristic interval between two interchanges are 14-21 cycles for TT Oph, and 3-9 cycles for U Mon. The longer timescale denote 112-119 cycles for TT Oph and 39-51 for U Mon. Interestingly, the light curve of TT Oph remains in the same phase during the first 249 cycles. U Mon also shows a section of 136 cycles without interchanges. The total number of interchanges is low for UZ Oph, but a short timescale is suspected around 5-25 cycles and a long one around 45-65 cycles.
The timescales of the interchanges of RR Lyrae stars are not divided into two groups; instead they spread to a broad interval between 3 and 39, 86 or 60 cycles for V808 Cyg, V355 Lyr and RR Lyr respectively. Most of the intervals are around 6-30 cycles for all RR Lyrae stars. We note that determination of the timescales of the interchanges were not unambiguous for V355 Lyr and RR Lyr, where the alternation seemingly disappears occasionally, making the lengths between the interchanges uncertain up to a few cycles.
No periodicities were recognized in the occurrences of the interchanges for any of the analysed stars. RV Tauri stars can stay for long periods of time in one phase without interchanges. Similar behaviour was not observed in the RR Lyrae stars. The Blazhko periods are ∼170 cycles long for V808 Cyg, ∼66 cycles for V355 Lyr and ∼70 cycles for RR Lyr: the time intervals between the interchanges do not show any correlation with the Blazhko periods.
